The Missouri Division of Energy partnered with Earth Advantage® in 2018 to bring the Green Building Registry® (GBR) to Missouri. GBR accesses home efficiency data sources to provide publicly searchable and verified information at the time of sale.

Green Building Registry® Checklist

You can use GBR to:

☑ Access accurate, third party-verified home energy reports and scorecards
☑ Communicate the value of home energy efficiency features
☑ Import data into Multiple Listing Services at the click of a button
☑ Search for home energy efficiency data
☑ Securely retrieve data from trusted sources through API connection

Who can use the Green Building Registry®?

This platform values energy efficiency assets in a home. GBR bridges the gap among appraisers, efficiency contractors, homeowners, lenders and real estate agents by making home efficiency data within reach.

ENERGY.MO.GOV/GREENBUILDINGREGISTRYMO
Key Features of the Green Building Registry®

- **Address matching**: GBR uses address verification to ensure accurate data.
- **MLS linking**: Home efficiency data is imported directly into each listing.
- **Real-time reporting**: Import home energy records from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in real time.
- **RESO compliant**: All data is Real Estate Standards Organization compliant.
- **SEED® platform storage**: Data is securely backed up to the Standard Energy Efficiency Data platform.

**Generate Home Energy Scorecards**

After an energy audit, enter your address to automatically generate custom, straightforward home energy scorecards. GBR gathers home efficiency data from qualified sources, such as:

- DOE HEScore
- RESNET
- Local utility providers

**Look Up Any Property**

GBR is adding new data every day from energy audits performed across Missouri. Over 4,500 homes are in the database and growing. To explore homes that have data now, search the GBR interactive map: us.greenbuildingregistry.com